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1 Introduction 

A genn-graill ulOdel umy provide a good deHcriptioll for a very irregular patterll obHerved 
ill ulicrm~copy ulaterialH Hciellce, biology aBd HllalYHiH of hnageH. PerhapH the beRt kllOWll 
model iR the Boolean model (Matheron [7]) formalizing a configuration of independent, 
randomly placed particieR. A Boolean model iR formed by placing random ballR centered 
at the pointR of a POiRROll proceRR and taking the union of theRe ballR. The pointR of the 
POiHHOll prOCf'HH are HOlnetilneH called the gennA aBd the HHHociated ballH the graim~. III a 
Batural gelleralizatioll of the Booleau ulOdel the POiHHOll prOCf'HH of graim~ iH replaced by a 
general point proceRR and ballR by any compact RetR or even more general objectR. If we 
take theRe objectR aR a mark at the point of point proceRR of germR, then Ruch a marked 
point proceRR N(·,·) we will call a marked point process (abbreviated by m.p.p.) driving 
the germ-grain model. 

The Rimulation of a Boolean model within a compact Ret T fallR into the following 
HtageH. FirAt, the lllunber of poilltH iH detennilled by Hiumlatillg a POiHHOll ralldoul variable 
.J with the parameter .\ITI, where .\ iR the intenRity of the POiRROll proceRR and ITI the 
volume of the Ret T. Then .J independent random pointR are Rimulated in T according to 
the Bernoulli proceRR. Next, we generate .J Li.d. copieR of radiuR r. Finally, the Boolean 
model iR COllRtructed by 

A(T) 2)ti + E(r,») , 
t;ET 

where Ell iR MinkowRki addition and E( R) iR the ball with radiuR R. 
'We want to Rimulate the Ro-called rare event A for Boolean model A(T), or more 

generally for a germ-grain model. That iR, lPN(A) iR "Rmall" (typically of order 10-0). 

CRing the Ro-called Crude Monte Carlo (MC) method of Rimulation in tldR caRe iR ineffi
cient. PreciRely, let n be a Rize of a Rample and lI(A]), lI(A2),"" lI(An) replicantR of lI(A). 
Then we eRtimate p lPN(A) by 

By 

we deBote all eUlpirical variallce. Accordillg to the Htalldard Celltral Lhnit Theoreul 

where (J2 p( 1 - p). Hence 
_ 1.!)6 _ 

p± ~(J 
yn 

iR an aRymptotic 95% confidence interval. Note that although the abRolute error &2 .
fi(l - fi) iR Rmall, the relative error iR high: 

() 
& 1 

Re p := -;: ~ -_ --+ +00, 
P VP <-1H P --+ 0. 

In other wordR, a confidence interval of width 10-,1 may look Rmall, but if the point 
eRtimate fi iR of order 10-0, then tldR eRtimation iR in fact impoRRible. 

Therefore we will URe the Importance Sampling (IS) method. The main idea iR to 
compute lPN(A) by Rimulating a germ-grain model from a probability meaRure lPN, Ruch 
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that lPN is absolutely continuous with respect to it. By Theorem 2.1 this is the case when 
driving m.p.p.'s in both germ-grain models are absolutely continuous. vVe also find the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative L(·), that is 

Then 

dlPN (A) = L(A) 
dlP.y 

lPN(A) = lEyL(A)lI(A) , (1.1) 

where the expectation is with respect to measure lP.y. Hence to estimate lPN(A) we 
generate (1I(A1), L1), (1I(A2), L2),"" (lI(An), Ln) from the measure lP.y and construct the 
estirnator 

(1.2) 

The 95% confidence interval is then 

(1.3) 

where 
-2 1 ~ 2 -2 
(lIS = ;:; L.. L j lI(Ad- PIS' 

t=1 

(1.4) 

vVe choose the measure lP.y (that is, the parameters of the new germ-grain model) in such 
a way that the event A is observed frequently. In other words, under a good choice of the 
pararneters we decrease the relative error, 

In applications sometimes we consider events on a random set T. This concept of 
localization plays a fundamental role in simulation. Our goal is to prepare an appropriate 
framework for it. Therefore, similarly like for a process on the real line, we introduce the 
notion of a set indexed martingale and a stopping set T. The likelihood process L(·) is a 
mean one set indexed martingale. Then we can simulate an event A up to a stopping set 
T. Namely, we use vVald's formula: 

lP(A) = lE[L(T): A] 

vVe analyze in detail the Boolean model, where the point process is a Poisson process 
and balls are i.i.d. distributed. vVe consider the event A such that balls form a chain 
(all cireles in this chain are connected), which joins the origin with the border of box T 
with side length K. That is , we simulate the probability that the radius of the occupied 
component of the origin is greater than K. The problem of finding lPN(A) is relevant in 
industry when we apply the electrodes to the plates of the dielectric materials. Because 
of the manufacturing process small holes arise in the electrodes. A chain of small holes 
crossing from origin to the border of the box means a diminished value of the capacitance. 
Typically the parameters of the model: size of T, intensity of Poisson process A and 
distribution of radius of ball v are such that lPN(A) is "small". vVe prove that the IS 
scheme for an appropriate choice of a new intensity of the Poisson process is logarithmic 
efficient which implies improvement. vVe also give some numerical results. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we find sufficient conditions under which 
the two germ-grain models are absolutely continuous. Section 3 deals with a wire frame 
model. In Section 4 we consider simulation on a general random stopping set. Finally, in 
Section 5 we analyze SOIIle nurnerieal exarnple, 
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2 Germ-grain model 

'We start with a formal definition of a germ-grain model. 'We will define a marked point 
process as a point process on a product space of locations and marks with the additional 
property that the marginal location process is itself a well-defined point process. By B(X) 
we denote the Borel a-field of X. Let (T, B(T)) and (E, B(E)) be subspaces of some vector 
Polish space (W,+) with binary operator +. Let N B (.) constitute a simple point process 
on T, that is integer valued random function such that Nt 1 or Nt 1 for any t E T. 
Denote by {tn} the points of N B (.). Then N(·,·) = {[tn,rnn]} is a markc'<i point process, 
where rnn is the mark corresponding to tn. In other words, 

N(w, B, Ai) = L f(tn(w).mn(w»(B, Ai) 
n?1 

for B E B(T), AI E B(E) and ftn.mn (.,.) is a Dirac measure. 

(2.1 ) 

Example 2.1. In the case of the Boolean model, T and E are subspaces of lRd The 
space T is a location space and E is a mark space, that is a space of balls. 

Let p(dt, drn) be a mean measure of N: 

lEN(B, Ai) = p(B, AI), B E B(T), AI E B(E) . 

Similarly, let .\(dt) be a mean measure of point process N B (.): 

BE B(T) . 

It can be shown that p(dt, drn) is absolutely continuous with respect to .\(dt), that is from 
the Radon-Nikodym theorem there exists density ut(drn) such that 

p(dt, dm.) .\(dt)ut(drn), (2.2) 

where ut(drn) can be interpreted as the distribution of the mark of the point t. 

Example 2.2. ILiVB (.) is a Cox process with i.i.d. marking, then p(dt, dm.) .\(dt)F(dm.), 
where F(·) is a distribution of mark. 

Remark 2.1. In the classical theory of marked processes on the real line, it is well known 
that under certain conditions on the probability space and filtration, the mean measure 
of a marked point process determines its distribution (Jacod [5]). As we shall see, this is 
not true for processes on general spaces. Consider the Poisson process N B (.) N (., E) 
on T [0, IF with mean measure equal to Lebesgue measure .\(dt) dt. However, the 
Lebesgue measure is also the mean measure of the following process. Let Lo, L l , ... be 
i.i.d. unit rate Poisson processes on [0,1]. Denote the time of the k'h jump of Li, by Tk. 
Now, let locations of the points be {(TP, Tk), i, k ::> I}. 

Now, writing B Ell AI {b + rn : bE B, rn E AI} for the Minkowski addition of Band 
AI, we define a germ-grain model by the union: 

A(N) Un" l (tn Ell rnn ) 

Denote STEIl E. 



Consider two marked points Nand N on T x E having the mean measures 1" and 
p, respectively. Let lP,v and lP,\; be the distribution of the germ-grain model driven 
by m.p.p's Nand N, respectively. Denote N = {n : lP(N(T x E) = n) > O} and 
if = {n: lP(N(T x E) = n) > O}. For n E N define 

Nln(B, M) :=:IE [N(B, M)IN(T, E) = nl, BE B(T),M E B(E) . 

Note, that Nln is also a marked point process on T x E. Let 11In(dt, drn) be its mean 

measure. Similarly we define NlnC,·) and PlnC, .). 

Proposition 2.1. Marked point process NC,·) is absolutely continuous with respect to 
marked point process N(·,·) (N « N) iff 111n « Pin for n E Nand N(T x E) « 
N(T x E). 

Proof. IfN« N, then N(TxE)« N(TxE) and Nln« Nln' hence also 111n «PIn' 
'We prove the converse implication. 'We use the notation (t, m) = (tl' rnl, ... , tk, rnk) for 
the (T x E)k-valued vectors (k = 1,2, ... ). The k'll order factorial measure "r~ of Nln is 

a measure on (T x E)k defined by 

"r~(d(t,m)) = :IENi'~(d(t,m)) , 

where 

k-l 
NI'~(d(t, m)) = N ln (d(l], rntJ)(Nln - E(tl,nq))(d(t2, rn2)) ... (Nln - L E(ti,m;))(d(tk, rnk)) . 

i=l 

Thus 

! f(t,m)"r~(d(t,m)) = ! L# f(t, m)Nln(d(t, m)) , 
. . (t,m) 

(2.3) 

where the summation L# is over all n-tuples of distinct points in T. 'We prove that 

"'I' is absolutely' continuous with respect to ii'I' for each n E N n if and k :<: n. 'We use n n 

induction. For k = 1 the assertion is satisfied, since we have "In(dt, drn) = 11In(dt, drn) 

and ii1n(dt, drn) = 11In(dt, drn). Assume that the assertion is satisfied for k - 1. Let 

and 

d k - 1 

Lk_l(t,m) = d~~~l (t,m) 
"In 

d/lln 
L(t,rn) = -d- (t,rn). 

111n 
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Then 

where Lk(t,m) Lk-I(tl,rnl, ... ,tk-l,rnk-dL(tk,rnk). Thus Qk «(ik for k < n. In In 
Suppose now that i\r(H x Ai) O. That is. 

L lP(i\r(T x E) n) r lII3xMi\rI~(d(t,m)) 
J(T x ?J') I! 

nEJ\! 

L lP(i\r(T X E) n) r (i~(d(t, m)) O. 
J(13X/t4)1! 

nEN 

Hence all terms must be "ero and for all n E N ;;J N we have 

r (i~(d(t, m)) O. 
J(13X/t4)1! 

Thus from the above considerations for all n E N 

r Q~(d(t, m)) 0 
J(13X/t4)1! 

yielding N(H x Ai) O. This completes the proof. 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

o 

Remark 2.2. 1<or a marked Poisson process with intensity A and a mark independent of 
a position with a distribution rneasure vC), we have 

lP(N(T x E) n) 

where lEI is the volurne of a set B, and 

(AIT!)n ->'ITI 
Ie, 

'lL 

Q~(d(t, m)) dtl ... dtndv(rnd ... dv(rnn) . 
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Remark 2.3. Note that from the assumptions of the Proposition 2.1 it follows that pis 
absolutely continuous with respect to p. In fact, let B x A1 be such that p(B x A1) = O. 
We have N C;; N. Then 

L lPOV(T x E) = n)Pln(B x A1) = 0 

nEiJ 

and for n E N we have Pln(B x A1) = O. Hence also Pln(B x A1) = 0 for n E Nand 
finally p(B x A1) = O. The converse statement in general is not true. In fact, consider 
two points processes NE(-) and _VE(-) on T = [O,I? given by NE(-) = 0(1/2,1/2)(') and 

_VEt,) = 0(1/2,1/2)(-) + 0(1/1,1/1)(')' 

~heorem 2.1. Let T and E be compact subsets of some vector Polish space W, If N« 
N, then lP,v «lP,Y' 

Remark 2.4. The same assertion for a Boolean model driven by a Poisson process marked 
by i,i,d, balls was proved recently by Van Lieshout [13], 

Remark 2.5. Note that if Nand N are Cox processes, then by Remark 2,2 the assump
tions of Theorem 2,1 are satisfied, 

Proof, Suppose that lP,y(B) = 0 for some B E 8(S), That is. 

Hence all terms must be zero and for all n E N we have 

(2.8) 

Thus from Proposition 2.1 for n E N 

(2.9) 

yielding lP,v(B) = O. This completes the proof. 
o 

The likelihood ratio dlP ,y I dlP,v is 

dlP,v 2::nEN lP(N (T x E) = n) J(TXE)n ll,\ (2:: n Ell Tn;) )aln (d(t, m)) 
L(A) := --_ (A) = - co .' ttl (ti . -n 

dlP,v 2::nENlP(N(1 x E) = n)j('l'XE)n 1l,\(2:: EIlm;))a1n(d(t,m)) 
i=I(~ (2.10) 

Example 2.3. [Poisson cluster process] Let N(·,·) be a Poisson process with the intensity 
A marked by a point process Ni (.) at position ti, where Ni (.) are conditionally independent 
given the realization of the parent Poisson process. Then N(·) = 2::~1 (ti Ell Ni(')) is a 
cluster Poisson process (see [6]). Assume that Ni(') are absolutely continuous with respect 



to the unit Poisson process on 8 with th(~ offspring intensity measure v(·). Let N(·) be 
the Poisson cluster process with intensity A and the offspring measure D. Then 

- ,",00 N'.-AITI.ISI(I-n) '"' f' nn (t . - .) I· I· (LiV L...i-,,"·I "e C L.r" Sn ,""1 v '4?-J(,) 8z (8J ",(.'in -(A) = L(A) =- n. w.. - , (2.11) 
~ .. .. ,",00 An. -AITI.ISI(I- ) '"' f' nn -( (LiV L...tn=J n!e e" n L...i4,>,sn i=J V t4?-J(i) -8i)d8J ",d8n 

where the sum is over all ordered partitions 4) of A: see Van Lieshout [12J. If each parent 
point has a single daughter point with displacement densities v(·) and D(·)' then (2.11) 
reduces to 

(A-A)ITI (A) IT(o'l) ITII(o'l) Is v(t,. - .s)d.s 
L (A) = e = ";'~"-=c-----;-;-

A ,=1 .Is v(t, - .s)d.s 

where H(A) denotes the number of points in configuration A. 

Sometimes the expression (2.10) can be simplified. This is the ease for a wire frame 
model. 

3 Wire frame model 

The germ-grain model in which there is one-to-one correspondence between the driving 
m.p.p. and the germ-grain model itself, we will call 'wire frame model'. The classical 
example is a Boolean disc model on JRd, in which marks are discs centered at the location 
points {t,} of the point process N E (.) with diameters {T',}. That is, A( N) = U~ 1 8" 
where 8, = {t E JRd : lit - t,11 = T',} and II· II means Euclidean norm. Denote by 
1f : T ffi E --+ T x E the 1- 1 mapping such that 1f(A(N)) = N. Then from (2.10) we have 

dIP", (A) = L(A) = (Li\[ (1f(A)) . 
dIP.': dN 

(3.1) 

Consider the marked Cox processes N (., .) and f\r (., .) with intensity measures A(') and 
.\(.), respectively, and with independent marking with measures v(·) and D(·). Let A« .\ 
and v < < D. Then by Prop. 6.10, p. 233 of Karr [6]' N < < f\r and hence also IP '" < < IP.,:. 
In this ease 

dIP", {1 (dA) - E} {! ( dA) } IT(;r(o'l)) dv -IP' (A) = exp log ~(t) dN (t) exp 1 - ~(t) dArt) II ---=-(t,), 
d '" ;r(o'l) dA T dA ,=1 dv 

(3.2) 
where H(1f(A)) is the number of points of the Cox process constructing a set A. In 
particular, if N(·,·) and f\r(.,.) are marked Poisson processes, then 

• (IT(;r( A)) IT(;r( A)) 
dIP", (A) = e(A-A)ITI ~) II d~ (t,) . 
dIP,,: A ,=1 dv 

For example, if the diameters in both Boolean disc models have the same distribution, 
then 

'------"'(A) = e(A-A)ITI :;' . 
lIP . ( ') IT(;r(o'l)) 

dIP,,: A 
(3.3) 
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4 Random stopping 

In this section, we will index m.p.p.'s N(·,·) and H(·,·) defined via (2.1) by a semilattice 
Tofacompact subsetofTxE, whereBIIG = BnG for B,G E TxE. Let W be a locally 
compact space. 'We assume that 0 E T, that T is closed under arbitrary intersections, 
and that UBETB = T ((.) denotes the closure of set). The probability space (O,F,lP,v) 
is equipped with a right-continuous filtration {F B, BET} that satisfies F B C;; Fe for 
B C;; G and FO contains all the null sets. Let F = VB F B. 

'We will denote the class Cluj of finite unions of sets in class C. Let "c" mean strict 
inclusion and (-)0 denote the interior of a set. 'We make the following two assumptions: 

SHAPE If B,G E T and B,G i' 0, then BnG i' 0. Also, if B1, ... ,Bk E T and 
B C;; :L7=1 B" then there exists index i (1 :<: i :<: k) such that B C;; B,. 

Separability from above There exists an increasing sequence of finite subsemilattices 
T;, such that T;, C;; T, 0 E T;" 117;, = n, 'In, and sequence of functions gn : T --+ 

T;,(u) U {T} preserving all intersections, satisfying B C;; (gn(B))O VB E T, such that 
gn(B) C;; gm(B) if n ::> 7n, and B = nngn(B), VB E T. Also, if B i' 0, GET and 
BeG, then B c gn (B) n G 'In. 

The condition SHAPE imposes a restriction on the geometric shapes of sets in T. 

Definition 4.1. T : 0 --+ T is wiled a. stopping set if, for a.ny set BET, 
{w: B C;; T(W)} E FB, {w : T(W) = 0} E FO' 

Sometimes T is also called a simple stopping set. 

Example 4.1. The classical example of set T and lattice T fulfilling above conditions is 
the case T = E = [0, D]d for some D > 0 and T = {[O, t] x [0,8] : t E T,8 E E}. For 
a filtration {FB} one may take FB = UnF3n(Bl' where F'B is generated by the driving 
m. p. p. on a set BET. As an example of stopping set T for a Boolean model one can 
consider the smallest (in a sense of inclusion) box [0, (n, n, ... , n)] (n E N) such that 
there exists a path through the balls joining origin with the corner (n, n, ... , n) if it exists, 
otherwise T = T x E. For more complicated examples, where e.g. W is a function space, 
see Merzbach [4]. 

Consider the wire frame models lP,v and lP,y such that lP,v «lP,y, that is (3.1) holds. 
. . 

Note that L(B) is a mean one martingale, that is lE[L(B)IFcl = L(G) for G C;; Band 
B, GET. Then from Th. 2.5 of Merzbach [3], we have Wald's formula 

lP,v(A) = lEy[L(T):A] (4.1) 

for A E F" where FT = {F E F: F n {T C;; B} E FB VB E T}. Then the IS estimator of 
lP,v(A) in a wire frame model is 

n 

PIS = LL,(T)ll(A,). (4.2) 
i=l 
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5 Radius of the occupied component of the OrIgm 

In this section we consider the Boolean disc model driven by the marked Poisson process 
N(·,·) with the i~ltensity ,\ and marks being i.i.d. discs. Marked Poisson process H(.,.) 
has the intensity ,\ and marks being discs distributed like in a Boolean disc model governed 
by IPN. We will consider a rare event A on T for which limA~o IPN(A) = O. By (3.3) we 
have 

• (,\) I/(K(A» 
L(A) = 1'(A-A)I"I"1 ,\ . 

'We will give now an example of A for which the IS scheme work well, that is, it reduces 
the relative error. 

Definition 5.1. We say that the IS scheme is logarithmic ellicient if 

I
. logVarpIS 
1m I ~ 2' 1 . 

...\---+0 ogp 

If 

I· VarpIS (J 
lIIl =; 
A~O P . 

then the IS scheme is an improvement over !vIC simulation. 

Logarithmic efficiency implies improvement (see Asmussen [1]). 

Theorem 5.1. Let A be such an event that 

. 1 
hm -~( ) log IPA(A) = 1 
A~O 1)'\ 

for some positive scaling ]anction lJ(·). Let,\ >'\. If 

il( A' ) 

lim O(A) > 1 , 
A~O 21)'\ - . 

then IS scheme is logarithmic ellicient. If lJ(·) is strictly decreasing such that 

( ,\~ ) lim il( ~ ) - il('\) 
A~O ,\ 

= 00, 

then the IS scheme is an improvement. 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

Proof. Let>': = ~. Denote by 1P:J and lE:J the probability and the expectation with respect 
to the Poisson process with the intensity /,1, respectively. Note that 

Thus 
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alld lilnA~o log ]PA(A) -p(.\), which completeR the proof ill view of Defillitioll 3.1. 
o 

ARRume from llOW, that the radiuR of diRcR iR equal to T' 1. Let T T(K) 
[-K, K]il C;; Jail (d::> 2) for fixed K > 1. We RI1[111 apply the above theorem to the evellt 
Ao := {O +------+ aT( K)} that there exiRtR a path through ballR of the Booleall modeljoillillg 
o with the Rnrface aT of T: 

aT(K) {t (tl,'''' til) E Jail : max It,l K}. , 
III other wordR, ill the wire frame model, the origill iR illRide a diRc which iR cOllllected 
through a chaill of diRcR with the Rnrface aT. 

Theorem 5.2. The IS scheme for Ao is logarithmic efficient. 

Before we give the proof we prove the followillg leHnnaR. 

Lemma 5.1. There eJ;ists a decreasing positive fvni:tion cp(.\) svch that 

1 
K cp(.\) log ]PA(O +------+ aT(K)) 1 . (3.4) 

P7'Ooj. GRillg verRioll BK alld FKG illequalitieR for cOlltilluOUR percolatioll (Ree Th. 2.2 
alld Th. 2.3 of MeeRter alld Roy [8]) we obtaill (6.24) ill Grimmett [2]. Thell uRillg the 
Rubadditive illequality limit theorem Olle call mimic the proof of Th. 6.10 of Grimmett [2] 
to obtaill itR verRioll for the cOlltilluOUR percolatioll. That iR, there exiRt RtriCtiy pORitive 
COllRtalltR p alld a, illdepelldellt of .\, alld a decreaRillg pORitive fUllctioll cp(.\) Ruch that 

pKI-ile-KQ(A) :<: ]PA(O +------+ ilI'(K)) :<: aKil-le-KQ(A) 

for all K > 1. TldR completeR the proof. 
o 

Lemma 5.2. Let 0:<: f(x) :<: 1. Then 

I
. cp(.\) log(.\) 
un. ::>1. 
A~O 1'(.\f(.\)) log(.\f(.\)) 

(3.3) 

P7'Ooj. The maill idea of the proof iR to approximate the cOlltilluOUR problem by Rite per
colatioll problemR 011 a Rpecial lattice cOllRtructed by pa.rtilliollillg Jail illto Rmall cubeRo 
Let Ii be a pm~itive illteger aBd /l;~~ ~ /l;r1. We partitioll lRd illtO cllbf'H whoRf' Cf'llterH are 

the poilltR of 7l;;, defillillg B,,(t) xt=l[t, - 2~" t, + 2~J for t E 7l;;. We tum 7l;; illto a 
lattice Q" by defillillg the adjacellcy relatioll ~ OIl'll;; with the rule that x ~ g iff there 
exiRt poilltR 'II E B,,(X) alld v E B,Jy) Ruch that p('U, v) :<: 2 where p(.,.) iR the Euclideall 
diRtallce. We RI1[111 cOllRider Rite percolatioll 011 the ellRuillg lattice Q". We declare a vertex 
x of Q" to be opell if there exiRt Olle or more poilltR of the POiRROIl proceRR withill the 
cube B" (x), alld cloRed otherwiRe. The RtateR of differellt verticeR are illdepelldellt ralldom 
va.riableR alld the probability p,,(.\) that allY givell vertex iR opell iR givell by 

1 
_>..,,-d 

p,,(.\) - e . (3.6) 

Let '" (1 + kVd)d From the reRcalillg property of a Booleall diRc model alld the COll
RideratiollR made by MeeRter alld Roy [8]' p. 60 or Grimmett [2], Sec. 12.10, for Rufficielltiy 
Rmall .\ we have 
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where IP~J') is a law of site percolation on YK defined by the adjacency relation ~ for PK' 
Thus by Th. 2.:l8 of Grimmett [2] applied to site percolation we have 

log II' AJ(A) (0 +------+ iiT(K)) log A 

logJl)A(O +------+ ilI'(K)) log Af(A) 

> log JI)p,(AJ(A)) (0 +------+ iiT(K)) log A 

- log JI)P,(A7,) (0 +------+ iiT(K)) log Af(A) 

logPK(Af(A)) log A 
> . 
- logpK(AiK) log Af(A) 

Note that lirrlo~o IO~,;; ~ Q) = 1. This completes the proof. 

Proof of Theorem 5.2 Let f(A) = ~ < 1. Then from Lemmas 5.1 - 5.2 we have 

lim :cclc;-0g~, JI-;;)",-:\(--;O~+------+ __ (-;c'jT;o;(07K-;c)=) = lim ¢(Af(A)) 
A~O 2 log JI)A(O +------+ iiT(K)) A~O 2¢(A) 

> lim log(Af(A)) = 1 . 
- A~O 2 log A . 

which completes the proof of the theorem. 

o 

o 

'We make also some numerical analysis using the IS scheme described in this section. 
'We made 10000 simulations for K = 64, d = 2, r = 1 and ,\ = 1,7. 

A PIS 

1.6 7.5 * 1O-(i 

1.5 2,5* 10 (i 

1.45 1,2* 10 (i 

Tllble 1: Simulation of the event 0 +------+ iiT(K) 
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